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The Tuesday-morning ride is coming up to speed, plus "Who are those guys?"
We had some visitors from The City this morning; three guys who had taken the train down, arrived in Redwood City at 7:18am
and quickly headed up over Jefferson to join us. And, bad as I am, I can only remember one guy's name- "Space." Eric might be able
to give me the other two. Either all or some were Google employees, and yes, it would be nice if I were a better ride host and would
carry on conversations with the new folk but I'm still feeling fortunate to finish the climb up Kings on the same day as the rest of the
group!
Actually, I'm doing a bit better than that. While I had told myself I was not going to follow the first fast wheel up the hill, and I
intentionally let Karl get a good gap on me at the bottom, it doesn't seem to matter. I see that wheel in front of me and claim it as if it
were my own bike's 3rd wheel. Karl started out at a reasonable pace but then gradually increased it, such that the first timing point,
the house on the right with a reflecting pool that we used to be able to see 20 years ago before, was fast but not blazingly-so, but the
second timing point, the hairpin over the creek, came at about 5:33, about 25 seconds faster than normal. I held pretty tightly until
we were close to the park entrance, where we (myself, George, Karl & Marcus) dutifully waited for the rest to catch up. I'll admit to
a bit of disappointment that the wait was relatively short, but the good news is that Eric's making a comeback, knocking two minutes
off last week's time to the top.

(The video above shows us descending Highway 84 into Woodside)
Regarding disappointments though, I'll admit I was not at the top of my game for the sprints. Had I gone full-tactical and slowed
down ahead of the sprint into Sky Londa, things might have gone differently, but it's fun to just curl up into a ball and see how fast
you can descend, never mind that it takes a bit to get yourself out of that ball and feel like turning the pedals again. Plus you've got a
string of people on your tail, ready to slingshot in front of you at just the right moment.
Hopefully the three Google guys will read today's report and leave a comment here. And hopefully they won't think our group
anti-social because of my lack of banter while riding. They did seem like very nice guys.
This ride marked the official start of the faster riding season, finishing at 9:22 (the Tuesday ride typically finishing in-season
between 9:18 and 9:22am, while Thursday's ride is typically 5 minutes slower). It didn't feel like a take-no-prisoners event, so maybe
there's hope for me. --Mike--
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